Chief Steward : Irene McIndoe

6732 4138

mcindoe@activ8.net.au

Stewards : Bec Hann; Dawn Lewis; Di McLachlan
THE GUIDELINE RULES FOR ALL CLASSES
All exhibitors enter their exhibits at their own risk
Exhibits/displays can commence from 2pm Thursday 14th Feb. 2019 until 8.00pm
Exhibits/displays will be accepted on the morning of Friday 15 th until 9.30am
Judging will commence at 10am on Friday 15th
Exhibits/displays must be the individual work of the competitor unless there is a group
class listing
6. No artificial or dried materials can be used unless stated in the class title
7. Pre-constructed and pre woven materials can be used but should not dominate the
finished design
8. Plant materials must last for the duration of the show and should be in a water source or
else replaced if required by the competitor.
9. Judges or stewards will be available after lunch to discuss awards and give constructive
comments to the competitors where required.
10. Junior competitors will have the Judges’ comments available either with the Judge or
from the Stewards who will have been given the information by the Judge.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

MAXIMUM SPACE FOR BENCH EXHIBITS WILL BE 60CMS X 60CMS.
Exhibits may be collected from the pavilion from 12 noon on
Sunday 17th February.
School exhibits may be delivered to the pavilion on Tues 12 th February before 5pm.

The school floor exhibit can be staged in the pavilion on Thurs 14th February after 2m.
Please advise a steward of an entry for this class. Metre boards will be provided if
notified.
_____________________________________________________________________

SENIOR CLASSES
ALL SENIOR CLASSES - 1ST PRIZE $10 2ND PRIZE $5.
CLASS 1
“TEA FOR TWO” - A FLOOR EXHIBIT
This to be staged on the floor- space 1mt.X 1mt with height unlimited. Bring your own
display unit for the floor space. The design can be modern or traditional using fresh
plant materials combined with your chosen accessories suitable for the class title. This
design can be constructed by either an individual or with a friend.
Prizemoney donated by Dawn Lewis.
A special award prize of $25 donated by Col and Nelmary Say
______________________________________________________________________

CLASS 2.
“SPHERICAL CONNECTIONS”
A modern design to feature spheres. Fresh and or dried materials can be used
Prizemoney donated by The Shop in Glen
______________________________________________________________________

CLASS 3.
“TWISTED AND TORTURED”
A contemporary design which if tall, then the design will be staged on the top shelf.
Dried materials to dominate, but the design can incorporate a minimum amount of
fresh flowers.
Prizemoney donated by The Shop in Glen
______________________________________________________________________

CLASS 4.
“BARKED OVER”
A wall hanging to feature bark. The design can include – moss and succulents
Prizemoney donated by Irene McIndoe
______________________________________________________________________

CHAMPION AWARD, AND RIBBON, FOR SENIOR CHAMPION TO BE SELECTED
FROM CLASSES 3, 4 AND 5
Prizemoney of $50 donated by Glen Innes Garden Club
______________________________________________________________________

RESTRICTED TO AMATEURS/NOVICE/NON-PROFESSIONALS
ALL CLASSES - 1ST PRIZE $10
2ND PRIZE $5
CLASS 5 .
“A DECORATED WEDDING HANDBAG”
This can be a design created in your own style using types of plant materials and can
include beads and bling.
Prizemoney donated by Glen Innes Show Society
______________________________________________________________________

CLASS 6 .
“BEND ME FOLD ME”
A design to feature some recycled materials. Dried plant materials only for this class.
Prizemoney donated by Irene McIndoe
______________________________________________________________________

CLASS 7.
“GOING POTTY”
A design to feature broken pots. Stage your design in and around the broken pots.
Fresh fruit with fresh foliage.
Prizemoney donated by Glen Innes Show Society
CHAMION AWARD, AND RIBBON, SELECTED FROM CLASSES 5, 6 AND 7
Prizemoney of $30 donated by Jan Ryan
_____________________________________________________________________

CLASS 8.
“BLOKES ONLY”
A gift of treasure for the one you love. This will feature a box which will be staged on
the bench. The box can be made or constructed from recycled material e.g. cardboard
or metal. The box must feature the gift of treasure and be viewed from either the top
of the box or seen inside the box.
Prizemoney donated by Glen Innes Show Society
Special Blokes Award of $50 donated by the Men’s Shed

JUNIOR CLASSES.
CLASS 9.

“CREATE A DROUGHT TREE”

This will be a group exhibit of 4- 6 students to stage their tree on 1mt X 1mt boards .

Parents/teachers can assist to stabilize the tree, but the students must create their
own design with their chosen materials. Dried materials only to be used in this
design. Recycled and reusable sources can be used. This can be constructed in the
pavilion after 2pm on Thursday 14th Feb. Please advise a steward of your entry prior
to the 14th Feb. Take down will be after lunch time on Sunday 17th Feb.
CHAMPION GROUP AWARD AND RIBBON
1ST PRIZE $30 2ND PRIZE $20
Prizemoney and Ribbons donated by Bob and Kerrie Crothers.
______________________________________________________________________

CLASS 10.
“A CULTURE POLE” for Yr 5 and Yr 6
Feature a COUNTRY, PEOPLE or SONG CULTURE on any type of pole which will be
suspended in the pavilion. Maximum size of the pole should be 50cms and have a
secure mechanic to hang. Wool, string, sticks, leaves, flowers fabric, paint etc. can
be used to decorate the pole.
1ST PRIZE $ 20 2ND PRIZE $ 10
Prizemoney donated by Dugald McIndoe
______________________________________________________________________

CLASS 11.
“A DECORATED LOG” for Yr 3 and Yr 4
Using natures many and varied natural textures, decorate a log which highlights
nature’s beauty. Maximum size 50cms. Minimum size 30cms.
1ST PRIZE $10 2ND PRIZE $5
Prizemoney donated by Di McLachlan
______________________________________________________________________

CLASS 12.
“MEMORY CIRCLES.”
Cut out a dinner plate size of cardboard. Choose some twigs of vine, cornus, silver
birch or similar. Form the twigs into a circle to form a wreath shape. Tie the twigs at
various points with jute string. This should be the same size as your cardboard or
slightly larger. Some slice cuts from pool noodles make attractive circles and could
be placed inside the cardboard shape to display memory items, as well as intertwine
through the vine. Memories can be photographs, silk poppies, medals, awards, or
even materials which would bring back a special memory.
1st PRIZE $10 2nd PRIZE $5
Prizemoney donated by Jenny Anderson

CLASS 13 .

“A PATTERNED SEED PLATE”

Kindergarten

CHOOSE A DINNER PLATE SIZE – BAMBOO OR THICK PAPER TYPE.
Using your plate draw an outline shape onto your plate. Glue your seeds/grains to
the different outline shapes on your plate. Create different shapes on your plate
and then select different colours of seeds/grains to make an interesting patterned
plate when finished.
1ST PRIZE $10 2ND PRIZE $5
Prizemoney donated by Irene McIndoe
______________________________________________________________________

CLASS 14.

“PAINTED SHOE”

Kindergarten Transition & Pre-School

1ST and 2ND prizes will be a book each
Prize donated by Brian Lewis and Rosh Mercer
GLADYS CHAPPELL INDIVIDUAL JUNIOR CHAMPION - $35
Prizemoney and Ribbon donated by Liz Chappell
JUDGES ENCOURAGEMENT AWARD - $25
Prizemoney donated by Eve Chappell
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